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Another plot that makes the audiences more sympathy with the movie is when Vito retired, he became an old
man with very simple joys of doing gardening and playing with his grandson. In the film, audiences can see
Santino was the only member in the family protected Conny. Thus being the reason why we tries to find the
most suitable godfather for his kid. Overall, although the Godfather was released in at which the performance
of the actors and actresses were not as good as the casts now, it still has the full attention of audiences every
time they watch. Mostly those movies focused on a younger gangster who was trying to work his way up in
his criminal career to become well-known and powerful in the underworld by all means. While German
immigrants brought the first "Hamburg Style Steak" to the United States in the early 19th century, the humble
hamburger, "White Castle," became the basis for a new kind of restaurant in called "the fast food chain". The
women all take a backseat to their male counterparts in The Godfather. Lighting keeps changing from scene to
scene allowing us to interpret the emotions of the characters in a particular scene. In this discovery one
struggles to gain and maintain power- but looses everything in the process Michael has Carlo killed, even
though he knows it will hurt Connie. The tenderness and compassion that they share, he chose to compare
their love to a summer day. The photography of The Godfather as an entire film is very planned and used
specifically to generate moods, and have great psychological affect. He 'll want for nothing as long as he 's
with me. Crime is merely the family business, and crime is the way in which the author of the novel in which
â€¦show more contentâ€¦ What also astounds me with this film is that while it is set in the ? As the camera
trails Luca, we notice his consciousness of his security. While he conducts business transactions in his
darkened office, Connie and Carlo get married in the courtyard with great pomp and circumstance. After
excellent growth, the company has become stagnant and shows signs of wear. The movie was directed by
Frances Ford Copolla, who made many different ingenious ways to portray this gangster classic. The box set
contains the two films in a nice hard cardboard case and each film also has reversible sleeves showcasing the
original and newly commissioned artwork It is necessary to have some sort of family structure in order to have
a stable foundation. Sirius reached for him with a sad smile. The audience feels that Don Corleone has finally
passed all his power down to Michael. He is intimidating but elegant, keeping his claws hidden. I believe that
family plays a big role in shaping the mind and characters involved in these famous films because we as
children are shaped by what we see our parents do, they shape and mold our behavior. Get Essay The film
lived up to the term masterpiece which helped it win three Academy Awards for best actor, best picture, and
best adapted screenplay. With these words Van Helsing explains that it is a human impulse to destroy the
other out of fear of becoming the other. Unfortunately, Carlo did not love her. While Don Corleone is certainly
not a coward, he has established himself by doing things a particular way and he is not open to change at this
point in his career. With this in mind, one of the greatest gangster films created by a man who decided to lead,
and not follows. Neither man is good at making himself vulnerable, even to those closest to him. It looks into
the life of the 'Corleone' family and represents America at that point in time. We are given brief flashes of the
events that led up to the meeting. Kay, meanwhile, is weak and naive, blindly believing Michael when he lies
to her and says he did not have Carlo killed. Later in the movie, he died by a heart attack, a very normal way
that could happen to other elders. However, when Connie accuses Michael of having Carlo killed, Kay cannot
handle the implication. Clemenza is lighthearted and rowdy, enjoying himself and the wine. The scene is
bright and the Corleone family have invited many people to the wedding. That scene really surprises viewers
because they may think as one of the most powerful Don in the Mafia world, Vito Corleone should have had a
more honorable death. Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm. Yet within Italy, the same topic contains a complete
different view. After college, Rowling moved to London and became a researcher, and in her biography it
explains that she did this while still having other jobs. While Don Corleone is in the hospital recovering from
the shooting, his youngest son Michael feels that it his is obligation to his family to seek revenge against
whomever harmed his father. They walk along an idyllic street, which is the picture of domestic bliss, but
Michael's imposing black car follows close behind them.


